Installation of Courtesy Officers
W.A.:

Sister Marshall, you will present the Courtesy Officers behind the bow for
installation.

Marshall: Worthy Advisor, I present these members who have been appointed Courtesy
Officers for the ensuring term.
W.A.:

My sisters, you have been selected as Courtesy Officers for this term either
for your ability or to prepare you for future offices. Each of your offices is very
important and necessary if the assembly is to function properly. Remember,
that you are governed by the same rules as the jeweled officers.

SISTER BIBLE BEARER - My sister, our Bible is the foundation of our Rainbow
teachings and sacred book of our faith. It is your duty to carry it to the Altar at the
opening of each meeting and to guard it from abuse; seeing that at all times it is treated
with respect.
SISTER ORATOR - My Sister, after a new sister has been initiated, they need certain
information regarding our customs and conduct. It is your responsibility to assure that
they receive this information. Your performance of this duty will greatly aid our new
sisters.
SISTER EAST PAGE AND WEST PAGE - My sisters, your responsibilities are
important to the Assembly. Whenever it becomes necessary for an officer to send a
message or to have an errand done during an assembly meeting, she will turn to you,
feeling confident that you will carry out her wishes quickly and quietly. Your job is of
great importance and the assembly cannot function properly in your absence.
SISTER HISTORIAN - My sister, after our new sisters have been initiated it will be your
responsibility to tell them about the history of our beautiful order. To tell them about our
founder Reverend W. Mark Sexson, when our assembly was instituted and how we
celebrate Rainbow’s birthday each year. You are also required to keep an accurate
account of all activities and functions carried on during the term.
SISTER LECTURER - My sister, it is your duty to present the Rose Lecture to our new
sisters at each initiation. Your exemplification of this lecture will impress upon our new
sister the importance of the love we hold for our Mothers.

If installing courtesy officers, do so before the Flag Tribute, so they are installed
with the other officers and are not left waiting sitting out in the middle of the
room. If the girls being installed as courtesy officers are new Rainbow members
have the Marshal seat them next to an older member.

